Map & Directions
to the Hotel Adria in Munich-Lehel

Arrival by Railway / Train





Upon arrival in Munich main station (Hauptbahnhof) proceed to the end of the
platform, turn right and then straight ahead to the subway (U-Bahn) U4 and U5
using the escalator downstairs.
Before entering the subway area you can buy a ticket. You need one ticket per
person for Zone 1. If you have a special rail card (Bahncard) you might have the
follow-up trip after arrival in the city free of charge.
After 3 stops with the line U4 or U5 (direction: Arabellapark or Neuperlach-Süd)
you reach the stop Lehel.
Leave the station following the signs to Thierschplatz. Reaching the street level
with the escalator, turn right and follow the street to the next traffic light about 150
m. Here you turn left into the Liebigstraße and you find the Hotel ADRIA after 150
m on the left hand side.

Hotel Adria Liebigstrasse 8a D-80538 München
Telefon: +49 (0)89 24 21 17-0 Mail: reception@adria-muenchen.de

Arrival by Plane


At the Munich International Airport you follow the signs to the S-Bahn. Before you
enter the S-Bahn area you have to buy a ticket for each person for Zone 4.



Take the line No. S 8. You can also take the S 1 line. If so, get off the train at the
central station and follow the directions of “By Train”.



If you take the S 8, you have to leave the train at the Ostbahnhof. There you
change onto the subway line U5 to Laimer Platz.



Two stops later you leave the train at the station Lehel. Leave the station following
the signs to Thierschplatz. Reaching the street level with the escalator, turn right
and follow the street to the next traffic light about 150 m. Here you turn left into
the Liebigstraße and you find the Hotel ADRIA after 150 m on the left hand side.

Arrival by Car
From the North A9 (Nürnberg):








Follow the A9 until junction (76) München-Schwabing towards the direction
Mittlerer Ring-Ost and take Schenkendorferstraße (B2r). Follow the road for 1 km.
Leave Schenkendorferstraße and follow straight on the Isarring. Follow the road 2
km
Leave Isarring and turn half right into Ifflandstrasse. Follow the road for 1 km.
From Ifflandstrasse dirve straight onto the Widenmayerstrasse and continue
straight onto the Emil-Riedel-Strasse, which you follow for only 500 m
Leave Emil-Riedel-Strasse and continue straight ahead on Oettingenstrasse.
Go straight at the crossing (with the Prinzregentenstrasse) and at the next
crossing turn right into Liebigstrasse. Follow the road for about 200 meters and
You have arrived at the Hotel ADRIA.

From the North - West A8 (Augsburg):






Follow the A8 towards Munich.
Change at the motorway junction (79) München-Eschenried from the A8 to the
A99 direction Salzburg, A, I, Nürnberg, Deggendorf, A92, Messe / ICM, A9, M,
München-Ost.
Follow the A99 for 18 km.
Change at the motorway junction (72) München-Nord from the A99 to the A9
direction München and follow it for 6 km.
At the junction München-Schwabing you follow the direction “From the
north A9”
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From the West A96 - (Lindau / Bodensee)


















Follow the A96 for 32.73 kilometers
Leave the A96 at junction (14) Memmingen-Ost to the direction München,
Augsburg, Mindelheim and take the B18.
Leave the B18 and take the A96 and follow it for 92 km.
Leave the A96 at the junction (39) München-Laim to the direction Nürnberg,
München, Stadtmitte and take Garmischer Strasse (B2r), which you follow for 2
km
Leave Garmischer Strasse and continue straight ahead on the
Trappentreustrasse (B2r)
After 500 m leave Trappentreustrasse and turn half right onto Landsberger
Strasse. Follow it for 1 km.
Leaving Landsberger Strasse and continue straight on Bayerstrasse for 200m.
From Bayerstrasse continue straight ahead on the Martin-Greif-Strasse and follow
for 150 m
Leave Martin-Greif-Strasse and turn left onto Schwanthalerstrasse
After 1.2 km you leave Schwanthalerstrasse and turn half left into Sonnenstrasse
Exit Sonnenstrasse after 150 m and cross the Karlsplatz.
From Karlsplatz continue straight ahead to the Lenbachplatz (200m).
From Lenbachplatz you continue straight ahead to the Maximilianplatz (400m),
then continue straight ahead onto Oskar-von-Miller-Ring.
After 600m on Oskar-von-Miller-Ring you turn left and continue straight on Vonder-Tann-Strasse, following it for 450m.
Follow Von-der-Tann-Strasse straight onto Prinzregentenstrasse
Follow the road for 500m and turn right into the Alexandrastrasse
After 200m turn left onto Liebigstrasse and after about 15m you arrive at the
Hotel ADRIA

From South - West A95 (Garmisch-Partenkirchen):







From Garmisch-Partenkirchen you take the highway B23. This leads to Munich
via the motorway A95, follow it for 70 km
Leave the A95 at junction (1) München-Sendling-Süd, to the direction Landshut /
Mittlerer Ring and follow the Olympiastrasse for around 100 m
Leave the Olympiastrasse by turning half left to the Luise-Kieselbach-Platz.
Leave the Luise-KieselbachPlatz and follow the Garmischer Strasse for 2.6 km.
From the Garmischer Strasse continue straight ahead on the Trappentreustrasse.
Follow the road for 500 m
Continue as described under "From the West A96"
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From the South A8 (Rosenheim):








Leave the A 8 at the exit Nürnberg / Messe / ICM towards the Mittlerer Ring Ost.
Follow Innsbrucker Ring (B2r) for 2.2 km.
Leave Innsbrucker Ring and continue straight onto Leuchtenbergring (B2r).
Follow the road for 1 km.
Leave Leuchtenbergring and turn left into Prinzregentenstrasse. Follow the road
for 500 meters.
Leave Prinzregentenstrasse and continue straight to Prinzregenten Platz (300m).
Cross Prinzregenten Platz and follow again Prinzregentenstrasse straight ahead
for 1.2 km
Leave Prinzregentenstrasse and turn left into the Alexandrastrasse
After 189 m turn left onto Liebigstrasse, after 15 meters you arrive at the Hotel
ADRIA

From the East A94 (Anzing)







Take the A94 towards Munich. Leave the A94 at junction (1) MünchenSteinhausen and take Einsteinstrasse. Follow the road for about 700m.
Leave Einsteinstrasse and turn right into Leuchtenbergring (B2r). After 130 m
leave Leuchtenbergring and turn left onto Prinzregentenstrasse, follow it for 500
meters.
Leave Prinzregentenstr. and continue straight to Prinzregenten Platz, for 300 m
Cross Prinzregenten Platz and follow again Prinzregentenstrasse straight ahead
for 1.2 km
Leave Prinzregentenstrasse and turn left onto the Alexandrastrasse
After 189 m turn left onto Liebigstrasse, after 15 meters you arrive at the Hotel
ADRIA

From the North - East A92 (Landshut-West)





Take A92 towards Munich. Follow A92 for 42.62 kilometers.
Change at junction (4) Eching-Ost from the A92 to the A9 towards München /
Messe / ICM. Follow the A9 for 19 kilometer.
Exit the A9 until junction (76) München-Schwabing towards Mittlerer Ring-Ost and
take Schenkendorferstraße (B2r). Follow the road for 1 km.
Leave Schenkendorferstraße and follow straight on the Isarring. Follow the road 2
km
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Leave Isarring and turn half right onto Ifflandstrasse. Follow the road for 1 km.
From Ifflandstrasse drive straight onto Widenmayerstrasse and continue straight
onto Emil-Riedel-Strasse, which you follow for only 500 m
Leave Emil-Riedel-Strasse and continue straight ahead on the Oettingenstrasse.
Go straight at the crossing (with Prinzregentenstrasse) and at the next crossing
turn right into Liebigstrasse. Follow the road for about 200 meters and you have
arrived at the Hotel ADRIA.

Area around the Hotel ADRIA…
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